
Install Instructions: 
 
Note: DO NOT REMOVE plastic coating on the wicker bill parts until after you complete the below install steps 
 
1.) Find the center of your spoiler and mark it with masking tape or painters’ tape. Now, line up your wicker bill so 
that the black main wicker at the center point of your spoiler is flush with the top edge of your spoiler. (If desired 
you can have it 1/8"-1/4" above the spoiler edge to have the wicker bill stand taller) Find center and mark your 
center bolt hole location onto the tape. 
 
2.) Use a 3/8" drill bit to carefully and slowly drill out the marked hole location into your spoiler. (Drilling a smaller 
pilot hole can help avoid potential install error.) Note: Your 3/8" hole will be a very tight fit and you may need to 
hog the hole just a bit to 25/64 that will allow the riv-nut to fit perfectly. 
 
3.) Utilize a riv-nut and riv-nut tool (tool not provided) to install your first 1/4 20 riv-nut (provided) into your 
spoiler. You should only need 1 tight squeeze on the riv-nut tool to crimp the riv-nut properly. The goal here is a 
tight fit so the riv-nut becomes a part of your spoiler. DO NOT OVER-TIGHTEN.  
 
4.) Bolt your main wicker bill from the center to the vehicle using one bolt and washer setup to now align and mark 
remaining holes. It's best you bend one side at a time and tape to your spoiler or have a friend hold the wicker bill 
to align your outside holes properly. Make sure you have BOTH sides aligned and flush before making your marks. 
Once you have marked the outside hole locations remove your wicker bill and repeat steps 2-3. 
 
5.) Install your wicker bill using the center and end bolt locations and now mark your final hole locations and drill 
them out and install the riv-nuts as outlined in steps 2-3. 
  
6.) Now that all the riv-nuts are installed you can peal the plastic protective layer off your main wicker bill pieces 
and bolt your wicker bill to your vehicle starting from the center. Work your way side to side until you reach the 
outside edges. 
 
7.) Wicker Bill install complete! 

 


